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SIA

Notice & Guidelines: Case Study Discussion

25 Jan,2023

Class: TYBMS

Course: Indian Ethos in Management

Instructor: Professor Tarun Kuckian

Date: 08 February, 2023

Time: 11:00 AM-12:40 PM

Location: Classroom 115, floor

Case Study: Kayem Pharmaceuticals

Description:

k

In this case study, we will discuss the value-based dilemma faced by the proprietor of Kayem

Pharmaceuticals in the course of their business. We will further discuss and study the

application of principles from Indian Ethos Management to resolve the ethical dilemma.

Indian Ethos in Management teaches various principles and values that promote holistic

management.

Pre-requisites:



•The case study has been shared in Google Classroom. The learners are expected to read

the case study and be familiar with the various aspects of the case.

Objectives:

• By the end of this case study discussion, students will be able to:

o Understand how the principles of Indian Ethos in Management can help in

making ethical judgements and sound business decisions.

o  Identify the perspectives of various actors in the case study and arrive at a proper

solution through critical thinking.

Format:

This case study discussion will be a combination of lecture and discussion. The instructor will

begin by providing an overview of the case study. Students will then be given the opportunity

to read the case study and prepare for a discussion. This will be followed by analysis and

general discussion. Then, the students will be expected to present their answers to the specific

case study questions with their justification before the class. The instructor will facilitate the

discussion and help students to apply the concepts they have learned in class to the case study

scenario.
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Case Study Report

10 Feb, 2023

Case Study: Kayem Pharmaceuticals

I
1

Class: TYBMS - HR!

Course: Indian Ethos in Managementi

Instructor: Professor Tarun KuckianI

Date: 08 February, 2023

f.

Summary
i

The case study session on Kayem Phamiaceuticals was held on 8^* Feb, 2023. A total of 27

students were present during the session.

i

In this case study, we discussed the moral dilemma taced by the propiietor of Kayem

Pharmaceuticals in the light of principles of Indian Ethos in Management. The concepts of

Nishkama Karma, Purusharthas, Divinity in Man, and practices of Holistic management and

Value based management as espoused by Indian Ethos were discussed.

%

i Further, the perspectives of both the ‘actors’ in the case study were studied so as to get an all

rounded view of the situation, that would lead to better decision making.

i

Key Principles



■T •

The key principles of Indian Ethos in Management related to the case study include:

• Nishkama Karma: ‘Desireless Action,’ The concept of Nishkama Karma states that a

person should perform an action without expectation of rewards or fruits. As human

beings, we have authority or ‘adhikar’ only over our actions/efforts and not towards

the results of that action.

• Purusharthas & Dharma; Every action of an individual should be guided by the first

Purushartha - Dharma or Righteousness. Thus Artha and Kama ai'e the goals of a

‘Man’ or ‘Purusha’ but they should be attained through righteous means.

• Value Based Management: Value based management as espoused by Indian ethos

means, Values should be the guiding compass while making business decision rather

than ‘preyas’ or short term goals.

• Divinity in Man: Every human being is divine. There is a spark of divine and an
immense potential to become God like in every human being.

Discussion

The case study discussion was lively and engaging. Students were able to apply the concepts
they had learned in class to the case study scenario. They also discussed the various aspects of
the dilemma faced by the proprietor of Kayem Pharmaceuticals in the light of Indian Ethos in
Management.
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Case Study

NEW DELHI, India

email to a small, unknown, Indian pharmaceutical company in Mumbai, Kayem

Pharmaceuticals. Navneet Vemia, 54, the company's owner, was overjoyed: “I was happy
to have the opportunity to do business with the United States,” he recalls.
The depaitment in Nebraska was looking for sodium thiopental

considered one of the world's "essential drugs" by the World Health Organization.

In 2010, the Nebraska Department of Correctional Services sent an

an anesthetic

At the time Venna’s company was already supplying sodium thiopental to Angola, and the
offer from the Nebraska Department of Correctional Services (NDCS) was an opportunity
to boost revenue. “I offered the drug to the Nebraska prison at approximately $2 a vial," he
says. "It was profitable for me as I was spending less than a dollar to manufacture it. I knew
it was going to a prison but I did not know why.
What Verma was unaware of was that sodium thiopental was the top choice among three
drugs commonly used in lethal injections for death row prisoners in the United States. The
NDCS commissioned 500 vials of the drug from Venna's company.

Death penalty experts in the US say Nebraska corrections purchased enough sodium
execute 166thiopental prisoners,

"They try to use new kinds of drugs and experiment with them
that

to

hcouldrisk they

it greatly increases the
someone.

95

arm

Lethal injection is the most common method of execution in America since 1977. Out of 32
states with death penalty in 2014, 21 ofthem use only lethal injection. However, the number
of stales that actually use death penalty has decreased. States have the choice of how they
execute and where they get the drugs from. American drug companies don't make a certain
drug called sodium thiopental anymore and the EU has banned it from being exported to the
US to prevent it from being used in executions. This is why orders for the drug started

India.fromincoming

I

I
!

Venna says he was shocked to learn how his company's drug was being used. In early 2011,
the director of a British-based anti-capital punishment group called Reprieve, Clive Stafford
Smith, wrote him and accused him of being “an accessory to the death of prisoner^^tte
US. threatened to destroy Kayem PharmaHe says the group

c
<?.



And he began questioning
Obviously I don’t want to be

doing business with the US.

an accessory to state sponsored killing"
When the Department of Correctional Services in South Dakota got in touch with him in
January 2012, he upped the drug's price, thinking that the department would simply decline.

so

a

46I told them they can have it at $20 a vial to dissuade them from buying the dru
would find another supplier,” said Verma. Surprisingly, they accepted his offer, and wired
the payment right away. Confronted with a huge profit opportunity and not wanting to
reverse his offer, he relented, sending 500 vials to South Dakota. (It turns out that the state
was later barred from using the 2012 shipment, due to an unrelated US court decision
pertaining to imported phannaceuticals. It could potentially import the drug again, with FDA
approval.) After that, he decided to stop sending the drug to the US

difficult

so they<r

C»

a move that has made

executions.It tomore outcarry

I

46I had to make a choice between losing business or losing my conscience...! chose the
former.” Verma accuses corrections authorities of hiding how they used his drug.
Obviously I don’t want to be an accessory to state sponsored killing," he says. "I am a

staunch Hindu and as such believe in the philosophy of karma — what goes around comes
around.” Maya Foa, strategic director of the death penalty team at Reprieve in London, says
that in many cases, departments of corrections lie to Indian companies about the use of these

Others

66

drugs. agree.

The secrecy has to stop, says Verma, who adds that the experience has taught him to look
more carefully at whom he is supplying and what they are doing with his product.
I was excited by the idea of being the sole supplier of the drug to the US, and did not realize

how disastrous my actions were,” Verma says. "Anyway, it's not like the process of making

sodium thiopental is rocket science — it’s the easiest drug to make. But I realized later that
US companies had stopped manufacturing it because it was being used in lethal injections."
I had to make a choice between losing business or losing my conscience," he adds. "I chose

the former.

44

(4

9)

Questions:
!

Assuming you are Mr. Verma, justify your objections to this particular business deal,
highlighting concepts from Indian Ethos in Management.
Bring out the importance of value based management.
You are an Indian consultancy hired by Nebraska Department of Correctional Services
to negotiate with Mr. Verma. What arguments from Indian Ethos will you use to
convince Mr. Verma to sell the chemical compound?

a.

b.

c.

f
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Caselet and Video Discussion: Nike : Diversity Initiatives

Source: Coursera Program ‘Optimizing Diversity on Teams’ by

University of Pennsylvania

Introduction: Nike Introduction - Diversity Case Study I Coursera

Nike Goals: Nike Goals - Diversity Case Study I Coursera

Nike Roles: Nike Roles - Diversity Case Study | Coursera

Questions:

What initiatives are undertaken by Nike towards diversity 8c inclusion?

Why is diversity important for Nike?

What are the goals of Nike’s Diversity programme?

What is the new job role created for diversity by Nike?

What can a company like Nike do to create an inclusive workplace in India?

a.

i

b.

c.

d.

e.

i

i
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SIA

Notice & Guidelines: Caselet Video & Discussion

24 March, 2023

Class: TYBMS

Course: Workforce Diversity

Instructor: Professor Tarun Kuckian

Date: 31 March, 2023

Time: 1:00 PM-2:40 PM

Location: Classroom 109, P' floori

Topic : Nike: Diversity initiatives

Description:

In this session, we will leain about the various diversity initiatives undertaken by Nike in USA.

We will focus on the strategies used by Nike to attain its diversity goals and review the

importance and need for diversity and inclusion.

Pre-requisites:

I

• Study the following topics in Module 3: Organisational strategies to manage diversity,

Workplace inclusion strategies through corporate leadership. Techniques of

managing diversity at the workplace. Employee Resource Groups.



Objectives:

• By the end of this case study discussion, students will be able to:

o Understand the various initiatives undertaken by Nike to towards diversity and

inclusion.

Understand the significance of diversity and inclusion to a global brand.

Format:

Informative videos explaining the various initiatives and strategies undertaken by Nike will be

shown at tlie beginmng of the session. This will be followed by discussion and inter-linking

the actions taken by Nike with the concepts taught in the class. Finally, the learners will be

expected to reflect and answer specific questions related to the video caselet.
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Report

03 April, 2023

Case Study: Nike : Diversity Initiatives

Class: TYBMS - HR

Course: Workforce Diversity
4

Instructor: Professor Tarun Kuckian

Date: 31 March, 2023

Summary
1

The session consisting of caselet in the form of videos and discussion on diversity initiatives

in Nike was conducted on 31 March, 2023. A total of 33 students attended the session.

I Three videos from University of Pennsylvania’s online Coursera course ‘Optimizing Diversity

on Teams’ were shown to the students. These videos presented the various initiatives

undertaken by Nike towards improving diversity and inclusion in its workforce. During the

discussion that followed, the strategies used by Nike were linked with the concepts and lessons

taught in the classroom earlier. This was followed by questions where the learners were

required to reflect and share their observations.
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Discussion

The case study discussion was informative and engaging. Students were able to better

understand the significance of diversity and inclusion in the modem world. They could also

better understand the strategies and techniques to manage and sustain diversity in a global

organisation.
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Semester V
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Course: lAPM
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Case Study Record
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